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Description
Getting to grips with a foreign language is never easy, and most phrase books are too
chunky and convoluted to help you when you really need it. French to go is here to help.
Using everyday French for everyday scenarios, this book is your passport to survival at
the airport, in bars and restaurants, hotels or wherever you end up. Providing you with
essential words and phrases for the most practical of situations, all with phonetic
pronunciations to make tackling French that little bit easier, French to go has you covered.

Sales Points
Go native - speak real French with this handy book that will teach you all the essential
words and phrases you need to truly enjoy all things "français"
Broken down into sections on travel, money, hotels, restaurants, seeing the sights,
shopping and meeting and greeting other people, French to go is a practical guide for
any situation
Also includes phonetic pronunciations of all key phrases to make learning that much
easier
In a pocket-sized format that is easy to refer to on the move

Reviews
'Offers practical language aids including phrases, phonetic pronunciation and
vocabulary based around everyday French scenarios' - France magazine
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